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Abstract. We investigate the problern of Label Switched Path (LSP) 
protection using online integrated routing in IP over WDM networks. 
While certain mission- and time-critical applications require guaranteed 
100% protection, other applications may have less stringent protection 
requirements. We consider these two kinds of protection seenarios and 
refer them as full protection (FP) and partial protection (PP), respec
tively. We first consider the full protection scenario and develop two 
integrated routing algorithms to select primary LSPs and backup LSPs, 
respectively. Next we consider the partial protection scenario, particu
larly, the partial spatial-protection (PSP) wherein the working traffic is 
unprotected against the failure of certain links along the primary LSPs 
according to the specified connection protection requirements. We de
velop an algorithm to determine the set of unprotected links with the 
objective of improving the backup resource sharing efficiency. We eval
uate the performance of the proposed algorithms on the NSFNET and 
Pan-European optical networks. 

1 Introduction 

In IP jmulti-protocol label switching (MPLS) over Wavelength Division Multi
plexing (WDM) networks, IP / MPLS routers are directly connected to optical 
cross-connects (OXCs) which are interconnected viafiberlinks carrying multiple 
wavelength channels. IP /MPLS routers are also refereed to as Label Switched 
Routers (LSRs) . End-to-end lightpaths are created across the optical core on the 
wavelength channels which in turn form the virtual topology to be used by the 
IP layer. A lightpath must use the same wavelength on all the links along its 
physical route. The virtual topology is then used by the IP layer for IP routing. 
Consequently, the IP layer paths can traverse multiple hops (lightpat hs). 

We consider a single link failure model in this paper and a connection is 
restorable by using a link-disjoint pair of an active LSP and a backup LSP. Both 
primary and backup LSPs may traverse a number of lightpaths which in turn 
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are routed over a number of OXCs. The traffic are transmitted on the active 
(primary or working) LSPs during normal network operations and switched to 
the backup (protection) LSPs when failure occurs. Protection resources can be 
shared among multiple backup LSPs if their corresponding primary LSPs will 
not fail simultaneously. 

As a variety of novel types of applications appear in Internet besides the 
traditional voice and data services, the ability of providing multiple levels of 
service performance becomes necessary. While voice traffic should have guaran
teed 100% protection, other applications may require less stringent protection 
requirements [ 1]. Consequently, having various protection grades to satisfy the 
multi-level service requirements has received much attention recently [1,2,3]. An
other motivation is the fact that since Internet traffic is often more sensitive to 
cost, it is desirable to have a range of protection services and cost [1]. 

1.1 Related Work 

Integrated routing that incorporates the resource and topology information from 
bothIP and opticallayers has been proposed as a promising solution [4,5,6]. A 
salient feature of the integrated routing is that the path found can traverse IP 
logical (virtual) links in the IP layer and new wavelength channels at the optical 
layer which will lead to the creation of new virtual links. The integrated rout
ing problern was first introduced in [5] and the impact of IP subnets on it was 
studied in [4]. The differentiated integrated routing considering o-e-o conversion 
constraints was studied in [7] . These approaches considered LSP provisioning 
without taking into account the survivability requirements. The problern of in
tegrated routing of restorable connectionswas studied in [6]. The algorithms pro
posed for routing of working paths are essentially integrated physical-hop-based 
routing. The QoS requirements of working traffic and the wavelength resource 
constraints are not taken into account. 

Next we describe the related work on partial protection. The problern of par
tial protection can be classified into three categories: partial traffic-protection, 
partial temporal-protection, and partial spatial-protection. In partial traffic
protection, the percentage of working traffic to be protected depends on the 
specified protection grade. Such a partial traffic-protection is considered in [1 J. 
Partial temporal-protection is introduced in [2] where protection bandwidth can 
be shared with some working path which allows the connection to be unpro
tected during some periods of time. In partial spatial-protection, a connection is 
unprotected against some fiber link failures based on the survivability require
ments. The differentiated reliability (DiR) problern studied in [3] belongs to this 
category. 

We consider LSP-level partial spatial-protection in this paper wherein backup 
LSPs may not be available when certain links along working LSPs fail. We 
consider online integrated sub-.X LSP routing of dynamic requests that arrive one 
by one with no prior information. In [3], offline .X (lightpath) routing of static 
traffic was studied and lightpath-level partial spatial-protection was considered 
wherein some links along primary lightpaths are not protected by corresponding 
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backup lightpaths. As an LSP can traverse one or more lightpaths, protection 
at the LSP level makes it possible to specify the end-to-end protection grade for 
each connection request at the IP / MPLS layer. 

1.2 Gontributions 

First we consider full protection scenario and develop integrated routing al
gorithms to select the primary LSPs and backup LSPs taking into account the 
constraints at both the MPLS and opticallayers. Next we consider the LSP-level 
partial spatial-protection following the singlelink failure assumption. A connec
tion request specifies the required protection grade (pg) where 0 ::; pg ::; 1. An 
equivalent term is maximum failure probability (MFP) where M F P = 1 - pg. 
The MFP of a connection defines the maximum allowable probability with which 
backup path is not available upon occurrence of a single link failure in the net
work. For a connection request with less stringent protection requirement, the 
backup LSP need not be available for every possible link fault that may occur 
along the primary LSP. It is thus possible to select a set of links along the pri
mary LSP for which the connection is unprotected, given the required protection 
grade is guaranteed. These links are called unprotected links with respect to the 
primary LSP of interest. As a result, the backup bandwidth on lightpaths along 
a backup LSP can be shared by another backup LSP even if the corresponding 
primary LSPs of these two requests share a common link, if one of these two 
primary LSPs choose the shared link to be an unprotected link. 

In this paragraph we illustrate how to determine the nurober of unprotected 
links for a connection request with protection grade pg. Suppose F is the set of 
unprotected links. The link failure probability (LFP) is defined as the probability 
that the given link fails upon a single link fault in the network. The LFP can be 
derived from normalized link downtime ratio and the length of the links in the 
network [3]. The following condition must be satisfied 'L-iEF LF P(i) ::; M P F to 
select F for a specified pg. For simplicity, we assume that all the links have equal 
failure probabilities and thus the LFP for each link is t for a network with L 
fiber links. The nurober of unprotected links allowed is denoted by Fm where 
Fm is the largest integer that satisfies the condition t x Fm ::; M F P. The case 
where links have different failure probabilities can be dealt with using the first 
condition. After converting the protection grade to the nurober of unprotected 
links allowed, one crucial problern is to determine the set of unprotected links. 
We propose an algorithm which selects unprotected links with the objective of 
reducing the backup bandwidth needed. 

2 An Example of LSP-Level Partial Spatial-Protection 

Fig. 1 shows a network which comprises four IP routers connected to four OXCs 
through wavelength ports. The OXCs are interconnected by fiber links labeled a 
through e which carry multiple wavelength channels. Assurne that at an instance 
of time, a new request which requires bandwidth b from router4 to router3 
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Router2 

Fig. 1. Example of LSP-level partial spatial-protection 

arrives. There exists a connection from router4 to router3 with bandwidth bl. 
The existing connection routes its active path (AP) and backup path (BP) on 
virtual links ( dashed lines) Al and A2, respectively. Al traverses fiber links 
e,c and A2 traverses fiber link d . Suppose that the new request opens a new 
virtuallink on fiberlink a-b-c for the primary path and uses existing virtuallink 
A2 in the backup path. Assurne that the existing request has 100% protection 
requirement while the new request specifies the connection to be 80% restorable 
agairrst any single link failure. 

Now we compute the amount of protection bandwidth to be reserved on the 
backup path for the new request. As the primary paths of the two requests 
traverse one common fiber link c, the backup resources on arc A2 cannot be 
shared by the new request. As a result, bl + b amount of bandwidth needs tobe 
reserved on arc A2 if the new request is to be provided with 100% protection. 
Next we consider the protection grade of specified 80% survivability for the new 
request. Since we assume that all the fiber links are equally likely to fail and there 
are five links in the network, it implies that the new request can be unprotected 
agairrst the failure of one fiber link. As fiber link c is the common risk of the 
two requests which makes sharing impossible, we choose it to be unprotected. 
Consequently, max(bl, b) amount of bandwidth needs tobe reserved on arc A2. 
We note that choosing fiber link a or b to be unprotected will require bl + b 
amount of protection bandwidth on arc A2. 

3 The Proposed Integrated Routing Algorithms 

3.1 Network Model and Problem Statement 

We consider a network of N nodes connected by L bidirectional fiber links each 
carrying W wavelength channels. We assume that each node comprises an OXC 
and a LSR. The OXCs have no wavelength conversion capability. We consider 
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dynamic traffic where LSP requests arrive one-by-one with no prior information 
about future requests. An LSP-request is specified as < s, d, b, pg > where s 
is the source node, d is the destination node, b is the amount of bandwidth 
required, and pg is the specified protection grade. For each connection request, 
a link-disjoint primary path and backup path must be found. The objective is 
to reduce the delay for working traffic and minimize the protection bandwidth 
needed on the backup path while satisfying the protection grade. We consider 
the case of pg = 100% in this section. 

Notations 
• lf is the number of available wavelength channels on fiber link lj at an in
stance of time. Initially, lf =W. 
• am is the unidirectional wavelength-switched path (lightpath) defined as an 
ordered vector of traversed fiberlinks am =< h, b, ... lhm. >, where hm denotes 
the physicallength of am. Further, am represents the directed arc between two 
nodes in the virtual topology, with a fixed bandwidth denoted by Bm. We use 
the terms link and arc to refer to the edges in the physical topology and virtual 
topology. 
• r:fn is a binary variable which indicates whether link lj is used in arc am. 
• n~ derrotes the number of LSRs traversed by the primary LSP. 
• VPm is a binary variable which indicates whether the primary LSP traverses 
arc am. 
• C$ is a binary variable which indicates whether the primary LSP traverses a 
free wavelength channel on link li. Note the path found by integrated routing 
can traverse arcs and wavelength channels which lead to the creation of new 
arcs. 
• A~ is a binary variable which indicates whether the primary LSP traverses link 
lj. 
• Ap derrotes the set of links traversed by the primary LSP. 
• vbm is a binary variable which indicates whether the backup LSP traverses arc 
am. 
• cg is a binary variable which indicates whether the backup LSP traverses a 
free wavelength channel on link lj. 
• Tm is an ordered vector associated with arc am to record the backup band
width required to protect against each fiberlink failure in the network. Tm =< 
B;,., B?", ... , B:fn , ... B[:;, >, where B:fn is the amount of backup bandwidth needed 
on am when link lj fails. 
• T!" derrotes the backup bandwidth reserved on arc am which is the maximum 
value in the vector Tm· 
• T~ derrotes the link corresponding to T!". This information is used to deter
mine the set of unprotected links as discussed in Section 4.1. 
• b~ derrotes the additional backup bandwidth needed on arc am to route the 
backup path for the current request. 
• k1 , k2 constants, k1 » k2 suchthat k1x' > k2y' , where x ' is the smallest possi
ble non-zero x-value and y' is the largest possible non-zero y-value in a function 
of the form k1x + k2y . 
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3.2 Algorithms 

Primary Path Selection. The Minimum Delay Least Gongestion integrated 
routing algorithm (MDLG-IRA) is used to select the primary path. MDLG-IRA 
chooses a path that traverses minimum number of LSRs, which attempts to 
minimize the global average queuing delay. In case of a tie, the path which creates 
lightpaths on fiberlinks with more available channels is preferred. The objective 
is to avoid saturating wavelength resources on certain links, thus increases the 
possibility of opening new lightpaths on these links. Gonsider a path p which 
traverses n~ number of LSRs. If lf is the number of free wavelengt h channels 
on link j traversed by p, W - lf' gives the number of occupied channels on it. 
Now the cost C of path p is defined as 

(1) 

The MDLG-IRA chooses the path that minimizes the cost C as the primary 
path. MDLG-IRA assigns edge weights as follows: each o-e-o edge is assigned 
weight k1. Foreach link j , k2(W -lf) is set as weight. A Dijkstra-like shortest 
path algorithm is used to compute the minimum cost path and the wavelength 
resources on links are dealt with to decide the bottleneck similar to the widest
shortest path selection. 

Backup Path Selection. The Minimum Bandwidth Least Gongestion inte
grated routing algorithm (MBLG-IRA) is used to route the backup path. MBLG
IRA minimizes the total amount of bandwidth that needs to be reserved on the 
backup path. The additional bandwidth needed on links traversed is b and that 
on existing arcs is given by b':r, (b':n :::; b) which is determined by Equation (3) 
and (4). The tie is broken using a method as in MDLG-IRA. MBLG-IRA assigns 
edge weights in the following way: Each o-e-o edge is assigned weight E. For each 
arc um, k1hmb':n is set as weight. For each link j , k1b + k2(W- lf') is set as 
weight. A Dijkstra-like short est path algorithm is used to compute t he mini
mum cost path and the wavelength resources on links are dealt with to decide 
the bottleneck similar to the widest-shortest path selection. 

C = k1( L b + L hmb~) + k2muxC~=1 (W -lf') 
C~= l Vt'= l 

AJ = CJ or vmrj 
p p P m 

b~ = muxf=l (B?n + A~b) - T!/, 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Once the primary path is chosen, whether fiber link j is traversed by it can 
be determined from Equation (3). This helps to determine the set of fiber links 
traversed by t he chosen primary path. The b':r, value on arc Um is calculated 
using Equation (4). It requires updates of the entries in Tm that correspond 
to the links traversed by t he primary path. For each link j traversed by t he 
primary path, the entry B?n in Tm associated wit h arc Um is increased by b. The 
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additional backup bandwidth needed b':,. on arc am is the amount by which the 
maximum value T!/. is increased. For the example in Fig. 1, the T!/. value of arc 
A2 is b1 and b1 +h before and after the new request is honored, respectively. 
The b':,. value of arc A2 is b and r:r, is link c. 

4 LSP-Level Partial Spatial-Protection 

In this section, we consider multiple levels of protection grades of Connections 
and the objective is to satisfy these user-specific requirements to minimize the 
network resources. We first propose an algorithm to determine the unprotected 
links according to the protection grades. We explain how the algorithm can 
improve the backup sharing efficiency and in turn reduce the total amount of 
bandwidth required on the backup path. Finally, we discuss the actual restorable 
probability of each connection request which is defined as the probability that 
the backup LSP is available upon a single link failure. 

4.1 lmproved Backup Sharing Efficiency with PSP 

Consider a connection request < s, d, b, pg > where pg is the specified protection 
grade denoting the PSP requirement. We translate the protection grade into 
the permissible number of unprotected links, denoted by Fm. We recall that the 
failure probability of each of the L links is assumed to be the same and Fm is 
the largest integer number that satisfies t x Fm :::; M F P where M F P = 1 - pg. 
We emphasize that our routing algorithm can be easily modified to account for 
the case where links have different failure probabilities. 

We first choose the primary path and backup path by using MDLC-IRA and 
MBLC-IRA, respectively. We then choose Fm number of linkstobe unprotected 
by using the following algorithm in a way to increase the backup sharing effi
ciency. The following pseudo code shows the steps taken place to determine the 
unprotected link set F. 

The algorithm searches the existing arcs traversed by the current backup 
path in stepl. If b':,. > 0 (which means that the backup bandwidth on arc am is 
increased) and T:r, is not in F, then T:r, is added to F. The number of chosen 
links (Ft) is increased by 1. The idea is to combine the choice of unprotected 
links with the backup sharing on existing arcs along the backup path. Stepl 
continues if F C Ap (the fiberlink set traversed by the current primary path) and 
F1 < Fm. If the above condition still holds when all the existing arcs are searched, 
the algorithm chooses the unprotected links randomly from the remaining links 
in Ap but not in F in step2. We note that the unprotected links can also be 
selected from the remaining links based on the link criticality if such information 
is available in the network. The proposed algorithm only uses r:r, information 
on the arcs traversed by the current backup path which makes the decision of 
unprotected links quickly. 

For the example in Fig. 1, the proposed algorithm will choose link c as the 
unprotected link. As a result, the corresponding B:;" value of arc A2 will remain 
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unchanged. The T!(. value of arc A2 is b1 and max(b1,b) before and after the 
new request is honored, respectively. The additional backup bandwidth needed 
on arc A2 is max(b1,b)-b1 to protect the new request. 

4.2 Discussion on Connection Restorahle Probability 

Although connections are protected with specific survivability grades, they have 
higher probability to be restored against a single link failure. Generally, the 
unprotected links selected in step 2 can be restored as they are allowed to share 
the backup resources on am freely (without increasing T!(.). Furthermore, we 
consider dynamic traffi.c and the values in Tm for each arc am keep changing 
whenever a new request is honored or an existing request terminates. In both 
cases, the B/n value for unprotected link j on arc am could be suffi.ciently lower 
than T!(. to satisfy the condition B/n + b ::; T!(. which means that this arc can 
be used as backup even when unprotected link j fails. We study this effect in 
Section 5.3. 

5 Performance Study 

5.1 Simulation Model 

We consider a dynamic network traffi.c model, and connections are setup and 
tarn down dynamically. The traffi.c arrival at a node follows Poisson distribution 
with rate ..\ and the holding time of a connection is exponentially distributed 
with a mean of 1/ J.L. The destination node for a connection is selected using a 
uniform distribution among all the nodes except the source node. The traffi.c 
load per node is defined as >.j J.L and expressed in Erlangs. 

Simulation experiments are performed on two networks: NSFNET with 14 
nodes and 21links and the Pan-European optical network with 19 nodes and 38 
links. We assume 8 wavelength channels on each fiberlink in the two networks. 
The bandwidth requested by a connection is uniformly distributed in the range 
of (1, 6). The maximum capacity of a wavelength is assumed to be 10. The 
system parameter varied is the load per node. For the NSFNET, the load is 
varied from 2.0 to 8.0 Erlangs. For the Pan-European optical network, the load 
is varied from 2.0 to 12.0 Erlangs as it is denser than the NSFNET. 

In the first set of experiments, we consider full protection (FP) for all requests 
and compare the performance of the proposed integrated routing algorithms 
MDLC-IRA and MBLC-IRA to the integrat ed IP-hop routing and integrated 
physical-hop routing algorithms. Both the integrated IP-hop routing algorithm 
and integrated physical-hop routing algorithm raute a path on virtuallinks and 
wavelength channels. The integrated IP-hop routing finds the primary path and 
backup path based on the virtual hop counts. The integrated physical-hop rout
ing simply finds both paths based on the physical hop counts. In the second 
set of experiments, the protection grades are taken into account and we show 
the improvements abtairred using partial spatial-protection (PSP) compared to 
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the full protection. We consider three classes of traffic which permit 0, 1 and 2 
unprotected links in the primary path, respectively. We assume that the failures 
are uniformly distributed among all the fiber links in the network and each link 
has the equal probability to fail. Each request is randomly assigned to class 0, 
1, or 2 with probability 0.4, 0.3 and 0.3, respectively. 

The performance metrics considered are the blocking probability and average 
restorable probability. Each simulation experiment is run with a !arge number of 
connection requests on the order of 100000 per node. The experiment is repeated 
several times to achieve accurate results with a small confidence interval for a 
95% confidence level. 

5.2 Blocking Probability 

Blocking probability is defined as the percentage of rejected connections among 
all the connection requests. The objective of online routing algorithms is to min
imize this metric. Figure 2 and Fig. 3 show the blocking probability of different 
integrated routing algorithms in the two networks with full protection. We recall 
that, the MDLC-IRA and MBLC-IRA are used to route the primary path and 
backup path, respectively. In both figures we observe that the proposed rout
ing algorithms MDLC-IRA and MBLC-IRA perform best and the integrated 
physical-hop routing algorithm is better than the integrated IP-hop routing al
gorithm. The integrated IP-hop routing algorithm performs poorly as it prefers 
paths traversing less virtuallinks. When there is no existing IP link with enough 
bandwidth between the ingress and egress nodes, the algorithm will t ry to open 
a new virtuallink which leads to inefficient resource usage and higher blocking. 

Figure 4 and Fig. 5 show the blocking probability of the proposed routing 
algorithms MDLC-IRA and MBLC-IRA with and without considering protection 
grades. In both figures we observe that the performance is much better when 
protection grades are taken into account. This is because the bandwidth on the 
backup paths are reduced by appropriately choosing the set of unprotected links. 

5.3 Average Restorahle Probability 

The protection grades of class 0, 1, 2 traffic are 100%, 20/21 = 95.24% and 
19/21 = 90.48%, respectively in the NSFNET; and 100%, 37/38 = 97.37% and 
36/38 = 94.74%, respectively in the Pan-European network. Average restorable 
probability is defined as the average probability that a connection can be restored 
agairrst any link failure in the network. As differentiated protection grades are 
provided to each class of traffic, t his metric is important to measure whether 
the user-specific requirements can be met. In our experiments, we measure the 
restorable probability for each connection constantly at a time period 0.01 of the 
mean connection holding time. Then for each traffic load, these values of all the 
measuring periods are used to get the mean probability for each class. 

Figure 6 and Fig. 7 show the average restorable probability for each class 
of traffic in the two networks. In the experiments, all the requests can satisfy 
their corresponding protection requirements. In both figures we observe that the 
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Fig. 2. Blocking probability with FP in NSFNET 

Fig. 3. Blocking probability with FP in Pan-European Network 
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average restorable probability is above the protection grades required. As ex
plained in Section 4.2, although each connection has the number of unprotected 
links corresponding to the protection grade, backup resources could be available 
even when these links fail due to the backup sharing and dynamic nature of 
connection requests. 

6 Conclusions 

We considered the problern of LSP protection using integrated routing with the 
objective of providing different protection grades (full and partial). We devel
oped integrated routing algorithms MDLC-IRA and MBLC-IRA to select the 
primary LSPs and backup LSPs taking into account the constraints at both the 
MPLS and optical layers. We proposed an algorithm to determine the set of 
unprotected links according to the specific spatial-protection requirements to re
duce the bandwidth to be reserved on the backup path. We argued that although 
connections are provided with a specific protection grade, they have higher prob
ability to survive from a singlelink failure due to backup sharing and the dynamic 
nature of traffi.c. We evaluated the performance of the proposed algorithms on the 
NSFNET and Pan-European optical networks. Through extensive simulations, 
we demonstrated that LSP full protection using the proposed integrated rout
ing algorithms can reduce the connection blocking probability considerably. The 
blocking performance improves significantly due to the improved backup sharing 
effi.ciency when protection grades are considered. Further, connections in each 
class have higher probability to be restored than their protection requirements. 
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